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Skills

The Oxford Winnicott Essay Competition
Top Psychology Films
Being enthusiastic about psychology in difficult times
Introductory psychology books accused of spreading myths and left leaning bias
25 Things Psychology Tells You About Yourself
Online Bilingual dictionary
What is psychology?
10 myths about psychology debunked
Teachpsychscience.org
What is psychology? How do you study it?
Clinton's and Trump's personality profiles according to psychologists
Bringing scientists and school students together
Use it or lose it: Why and how to provide opportunities for your students to practice course content
The 8 Coolest TED Talks on Psychology
The Association for the Teaching of Psychology Annual Conference 2017, 7-9th July Keele University
Be a better writer in 15 minutes: 4 TED-Ed lessons on grammar and word choice
Psychology's tall tales
Maths Anxiety Is Creating a Shortage of Young Scientists… Here's a Solution
British Science Association | CREST Awards
Writing Guides
psychology4students 2016!
Introducing the Research Digest App for iOS and Android
The Music Psychology Chart
JFK's sister Rosemary was given one of the first lobotomies

Egas Moniz invented the full frontal lobotomy and won the Nobel Prize in Medicine for it. He was also shot by one of his patients.

The myth of the brain

From Psychedelics To Alzheimer's, 2016 Was A Good Year For Brain Science

Localisation of Function "Match & Label" Activity

Andrew Marr: My Brain and Me

Improving brain connections earlier could help dyslexics

DNA clue to how humans evolved big brains

The brain may be able to repair itself - with help

Brain tests predict children's futures

“The Brain” Hits the Spot in the Brain Bee Competition

We've Been Wrong About Where the Brain Processes Language for 141 Years

Brain Basics

Neuroscientist Mike Merzenich on the health of our brains

Remarkable, But Not Special: What Human Brains Are Made of

The brain: a radical rethink is needed to understand it
Walter Freeman, who championed lobotomy in the US, was touring with his “lobotomobile” demonstrating the procedure

Prize for cracking brain's 'feel good' system

How to look inside the brain

How to Teach Your Kids about the Brain

An interview with a deep brain stimulation patient

Top 5 Amazing Brain Facts

Your Brain Has A ‘Delete Button’ And Here’s How To Use It!

Why brain stimulation isn’t what it’s cracked up to be

When Students Pay Attention in Class, Their Brains Are in Sync

Sex and the Brain: Fruitless Research?

Brain Map

Man Missing Most Of His Brain Challenges Everything We Thought We Knew About Consciousness

Human Brain Mapped in Unprecedented Detail

Updated map of the brain hailed as a scientific tour de force

The mysterious workings of the adolescent brain

Brain of a white-collar worker

The neuroscience of Pokemon Go

Who is Responsible: You or Your Neurons?

Rosemary Kennedy: The Tragic Story of Why JFK’s Sister Disappeared from Public View

Atlas of the brain

Human brain map gets a bold new update

Broca and Wernicke are dead its-time to rewrite the neurobiology of language

Good Brain, Bad Brain: Basics

Where Words are Stored: The Brain’s Meaning Map

Immortalising human brains at the world’s largest brain bank

Why Psychology Lost Its Soul: Everything Comes from the Brain

Treating children with electroconvulsive therapy
Members of DECP call for secondary schools to offer CBT to pupils

Your brain does not process information, retrieve knowledge or store memories.

CBT worksheets

There is a second “window of opportunity” for learning in late adolescence and early adulthood

Contra Kahneman your minds fast and intuitive system -one is capable of logic

Our slow, uncertain brains are still better than computers – here’s why

How Music Helps Resolve Our Deepest Inner Conflicts

Kids and anxiety: Cognitive behavioral therapy challenges fear head on

Total recall: the people who never forget

The gendered mind

Music: Passions and Cognitive Functions

25 CBT Techniques and Worksheets for Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

A Brief Introduction To REBT

Loftus and Palmer Replication Crash Footage

Positive CBT: The Flip Side of the Coin

Which works better, Positive Psychotherapy or CBT?

Melding Mind and Machine: How Close Are We?

Are Brains like Computers?

How Can You Control Your Dreams?

The Rise of Evidence-Based Psychiatry

Concerning study says psychotherapy research has a problem with undeclared researcher bias

Can we trust the Rorschach test? – podcast

Freud’s divide between psychiatry and neurology is redundant – here’s why

Have we overestimated the effectiveness of psychotherapy?

One theory all teachers with disruptive children should know about

The Freudian Theory of Personality
Have you ever had a dream that you were being chased? Here's what it means.

Freud for our time

A poor brain is as worthy as a rich brain: psychotherapy faces a privilege problem

What Freudian slips really reveal about your mind

Psychodynamic therapy – there’s more to it than lying on a couch talking about your childhood

What is Psychoanalysis? Part 1: Is it Weird?

Why Freud Survives

Behaviourist Approach

Bees learn to play golf and show off how clever they really are

Drool - Ivan Pavlov’s real quest.

The Mind as a Blank Slate: Hopeful But Wrong

How to Get your Desired Behaviour using Operant Conditioning

Feedback: Happy rats let it glow, let it glow, let it glow

Dr Who and Spider Phobia

Behavioural therapy works best for Insomnia

Positive Approach

Why some people are more altruistic than others

How to be Happy - A Guide for Teachers

Students who go through bouts of ‘negativity’ achieve ‘best marks’

Grit: the power of passion and perseverance

What Makes a Good Life? Lessons from the Longest Study on Happiness

Mindfulness research

How to teach mindfulness to children: 4 fun exercises to try at home

Can money buy you happiness? It’s complicated

The wheel of life

Is Positive Psychology Proven?

The simple definitive guide to meditation and mindfulness

Happiness depends on health and friends, not money, says new study
What can Positive Psychology Gain from Being Criticized?

What is Inspiring About Positive Psychology in Singapore?

The year of conquering negative thinking

Can You Increase Happiness and Health by Doing Good?

Helpfulpeeps

The PERMA Model: Your Scientific Theory of Happiness

Mindfulness in schools

MBSR: 25 Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Exercises and Courses

Is positive thinking making us depressed?

Why Cardiologists Are Prescribing Mindfulness For Heart Health

Mindfulness for Beginners

Fixed vs. Growth: The Two Basic Mindsets That Shape Our Lives

We know what will make us happy, why do we watch TV instead?

Flow, the secret to happiness | Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi |

Why we should think critically about positive psychology in our universities

Dopamine dressing – can you dress yourself happy?

What Makes a Good Life? Lessons from the Longest Study on Happiness

Positive Education Practices and Our Must-Read Book List

The 7 Drivers of Old Habits of Thinking

Mindfulness has lost its Buddhist roots, and it may not be doing you good

How to Apply Mindfulness to the Creative Process

Scouts and guides provide 'mental health boost for life'

What makes a good life-lessons from the longest study on happiness

How to Be Mindful With a Cup of Tea

Think You Can't Change Others Or Increase Their Happiness? You Can, And Here's

How

Is growth mindset pseudoscience?

How to Understand and Develop Positive Emotions?

A Positive Outlook May Be Good for Your Health
Can Positive Thinking Be Negative?

What is Gratitude and What Is Its Role in Positive Psychology?

Happiness report: Norway is the happiest place on Earth

Happiness quotes, memes and images for International Happiness Day 2017

The Positive Effects of Nature on Well Being: Evolutionary Biophilia

Mindfulness Meditation Helps Quell Negative Thoughts, 'Monkey Mind'

Schools to trial happiness lessons for eight-year-olds

Can Helping Others Help You Find Meaning in Life?

Applying the science of happiness to your life

Strategies for Bringing Mindfulness to Emerging Adults

Gratitude Journal: 67 Templates, Ideas, and Apps for Your Diary

The untranslatable emotions you never knew you had

4 lessons from the longest-running study on happiness

Ed Diener: Dr. Happiness’ Life and Research

Positive CBT: The Flip Side of the Coin

Mindfulness training does not foster empathy and can even make narcissists worse

Happiness & Wellbeing Coaching with PERMA

Every school should have a therapist, says happiness expert

All it takes is 10 mindful minutes

Competitiveness at school may not yield the best exam results

10 Must Watch Ted Talks on Positive Emotions

What makes you happy?

What is happiness anyway?

Study: people who value time over money are happier

Happiness and its surprises

Flow: The Secret to Happiness

What makes a good life- lessons from the longest study on happiness

This School Skips The Principal’s Office And Sends Children To The Mindfulness Room

Why You Shouldn’t Want to Always Be Happy

Teenage girls: Mental well-being 'worsening'
Mindfulness Meditation: 8 Quick Exercises That Fit into Your Day
Getting into the Flow State: Motivation, Confidence and Imagery
How Science Reveals That “Well-Being” Is a Skill
Think Twice Before Overdoing The Positive Thinking, Cautions Psychology Study
UK girls becoming more unhappy - study
When Teachers Take A Breath, Students Can Bloom
Getting Serious About Funny: Psychologists See Humor as a Character Strength
What Is The “Good Life”?
Broaden-and-Build Theory of Positive Emotions (+PDF)
7 ideas about finding the work you were meant to do
What is the Classification of Character Strengths and Virtues?
Audio Resources for Mindfulness Meditation
The good life - happiness
A Kinder, Gentler World
What Should You Choose: Time or Money?
Mindfulness for Wellbeing and Peak Performance
Meditation made my students calmer, kinder and more focused
Should I try... mindfulness?
The surprising science of happiness
5 things people get wrong about mindfulness
This school replaced detention with meditation. The results are stunning.
Grit: The power of passion and perseverance
Mindful Eating for a Healthier Brain-Gut Connection
The happy secret to better work: A reading list
New Derren Brown Book Happy Interview
School league tables 'should show well-being'
Primary school kids learn mindfulness
Rank schools by pupil wellbeing to tackle mental health 'crisis', says former leading head
The Positive Psychology Movement: It's Been A Long Time Coming
This is what eight weeks of mindfulness training does to your brain
Why some people are more altruistic than others?

Mindfulness meditation increases peoples susceptibility to false memories

School well-being league tables: a view for and against

Why Political Pessimism Trumps Optimism

The Danish concept of ‘hygge’ – and why it’s their latest successful export

LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®: A Hands-on Approach to Positive Psychology

Negative Emotions Are Key to Well-Being

Children's mental health: it's time to put wellbeing on the curriculum

Why You Should Have Never Had Kids (If You Want To Be Happy, That Is)

Positive Psychology Theory in a Nutshell

Small Acts of Generous Behavior Can Make Your Brain Happier

Do you Bounce Back? Find out with a Resiliency Questionnaire!

11 Mindfulness Questionnaires, Scales & Assessments For Measuring

Small acts of kindness at work benefit the giver, the receiver and the whole organisation

Does wealth always improve your life?

Random Acts of Kindness: An Exercise for Increasing Wellbeing

Transient amnesia; Mindfulness in schools; Insiders’ Guide; Autism in Somali culture

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

Relationships

Teenagers' brains process risk differently when mum is around

Why mums and babies prefer to keep to one side of each other

HOW TO MAKE YOURSELF FALL IN LOVE — OR OUT OF LOVE

Our complicated relationship with cats

Experiencing passionate love linked with more belief in free will and determinism

Pets Help People Manage The Pain Of Serious Mental Illness

Mental Health And Romance Are The Roots Of Happiness, Study Finds

What Do Teenagers Want? Potted Plant Parents

Why women fall in love with murderers, violent men and sex offenders
The evidence for the psychological benefits of animals is surprisingly weak.

Having a sister makes you happier and more optimistic, say psychologists.

This one specific brain area was smaller in participants who were in love.

The science of attraction

The role of pets in supporting people living with mental distress.

A Stanford psychologist just disproved the oldest love advice in the book.

The science of attraction

Wedding Bells or Single Again: Psychology Predicts Where Your Relationship Is Headed

How your microbes influence your love life.

Rewire Your Brain for Love

Chimp study shows how hanging out with friends makes life less stressful.

Family Traditions Boost Happiness

Parents urged to stop pretending Father Christmas is real.

Men with Happier Childhoods Have Stronger Relationships in Old Age.

Why Do We Kiss on the Lips?

How your relationship with your dad affects your love life.

Contemporary debates

Completely paralysed people use thoughts to say they are happy.

Researchers surprised to find abused children less suggestible.

When Dads and Moms Share Parental Leave.

Return of the Pedophilic Brain Tumor: Acquired versus Innate Pedophilia.

Why children need their mothers - Family expert.

What is our problem with single mothers?

Child’s cognitive skills linked to time spent with mother.

Sherlock shows memories have a common fingerprint.

How ‘neuroparenting’ is sapping the joy out of family life.

Neuroscientists use neurofeedback to erase fear in the brain.

Mothers progress at work when fathers share childcare.

Adopted Romanian orphans 'still suffering in adulthood'.
Four neuromyths that are still prevalent in schools – debunked

Neuroscience Hasn't Been Weaponized – It's Been a Tool of War from the Start

12 Positive Psychology Interventions + 3 Ways To Find The One You Need

Neuroscientists Discover A Song That Reduces Anxiety By 65 Percent

Positive Education Schools Association

You look familiar: on patrol with the Met's super-recognisers

Fathers' brains change when they are the primary caregiver

Positive psychology advances, with growing pains

Information Before Regulation to Make Amateur Brain Stimulation Safer

Psychologists are working on a fraud-proof brain scan test of deviant sexual interest

Can Positive Thinking Be Negative?

The World Is Waking Up To The Importance Of Happiness

Walter Freeman, who championed lobotomy in the US, was touring with his "lobotomobile" demonstrating the procedure

Teachers must ditch 'neuromyth' of learning styles, say scientists

Schools to trial happiness lessons for eight-year-olds

How Brain Scientists Forgot That Brains Have Owners

Philosophy versus Neuroscience on the Question of Free Will

It's Not Big Data that Discriminates – It's the People that Use It

Is evil a disease? ISIS and the neuroscience of brutality

10 Current Psychology Studies Every Parent Should Know

Your brain on the scientific method

The effect of a mother's touch on her child's developing brain

Brain, Body and Mind: Understanding Consciousness

Are Eyewitnesses in the Zimmerman Trial Reliable?

My Brain Made Me Do It: Will Neuroscience Change the Way We Punish Criminals?

Experimental Device Suggests New Path to Rousing Coma Patients

An Introduction to Network Neuroscience

4 Things You Can Do to Cheer Up, According to Neuroscience

The Brain: A Secret History
False memories: from the lab to the courtroom - Science Weekly podcast

'Half-headed' man arrested on arson, attempted murder charges

How 'neurosexism' is holding back gender equality – and science itself

New neuroscience reveals 4 rituals that will make you happy

Two brothers, same murder, but one goes free. Why?

MRI Testing Holds Promise in Preventing Child Sexual Abuse

Component 2

Milgram

Milgram’s research into obedience

‘Torture’ study redo shows people feel less agency under orders

50 Years On, One of the Most Controversial Psych Experiments Gets the Same Creepy Results

New Milgram replication finds 90 per cent of polish participants willing to deliver highest shock

Scientists Just Replicated The Infamous Milgram Experiment

Election 2016: The Milgram Experiment Revisited

Methodologies

Brain scanners allow scientists to ‘read minds’ – could they now enable a ‘Big Brother’ future?

Psychologists are working on a fraud-proof brain scan test of deviant sexual interest

Designing Psychological Investigations

How much are readers misled by headlines that imply correlational findings are causal?

Clearing up confusion between correlation and causation

Much of what we know about the brain may be wrong: The problem with fMRI

Using a cocktail of magic and fMRI, psychologists implanted thoughts in people’s minds

Spurious Correlations

Power of the Placebo

The danger of mixing up causality and correlation

Correlation vs. Causality: Freakonomics Movie

Do You Believe in God, or Is That a Software Glitch?

Brain-Computer Interfaces: Lab Experiments to Real-World Applications

Know thyself with a brain scanner
What Is a Cross-Sectional Study?

‘Map’ of Teenage Brain Provides Strong Evidence of Link Between Serious Antisocial Behavior and Brain Development

What the brain’s wiring looks like

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replication success correlates with researcher expertise (but not for the reasons you might think)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zapping the brain really does seem to improve depression

Tiny nanoelectrodes record brain’s activity without damaging it

Can we trust psychological studies?

What crisis? – the reproducibility crisis

How much of the psychology research is wrong?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ways that student samples differ from the public varies around the world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validity

Psychologists uncover a new self-serving bias - if it's my theory, it must be true

Status Quo Bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WHY FACTS DON’T CHANGE OUR MINDS

We Behave A Lot More Badly Than We Remember

Starved, tortured, forgotten: Genie, the feral child who left a mark on researchers

Files reveal approved school drug trial plans in 1960s

BPS Code of human ethics

Human rights and critical ethical thinking are heart everything we do

The 10 biggest moral dilemmas in science

Some social scientists are tired of asking permission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inferential Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Statistics as Psychology: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stats

Teach statistics before calculus!

The seven deadly sins of statistical misinterpretation, and how to avoid them
Paradoxes of probability and other statistical strangeness

Teaching Research Methods and statistics in schools, universities and beyond

Statistical tables

How to calculate a chi square statistic

Why do people get so anxious about math?

Deciding on a research question

Extraneous & Confounding Variables: Differences & Examples

Hypothesis Definition, Checklist, and Examples

Extraneous and confounding variables

Levels of measurement

Nominal, ordinal, interval, & ratio data

Graphical Representation

An Introduction to the Bell Curve

Component 2 (A Level)

Methodologies

Zapping the brain really does seem to improve depression

Tiny nanoelectrodes record brain’s activity without damaging it

Personal Investigations

Research Process and Research Design.

The Relationship Between the Research Question, Hypotheses, Specific Aims, and Long-Term Goals of the Project

Quantifying the role of context in visual object


Effects of context and feelings on perceptions of genetically modified food.

The effects of visual context and individual differences on perception and evaluation of modern art
and graffiti art

Planning your personal investigation

Six-month-old infants perceive the hollow-face illusion

BPS Code of Ethics and Conduct (2009)

The Colour After-Image Illusion

As We Age, Loss of Brain Connections Slows Our Reaction Time

The Relation of Spelling Ability to General Intelligence and to Meaning Vocabulary

Can high intelligence be a burden rather than a boon?

Intelligence & Humour: Are Smart People Funnier?

IQ linked to happiness

What Do IQ Tests Test?

Investigating the weird effects treadmills have on our perception

We Tried Mark Zuckerberg's Tricks for Looking Taller in Photos

'Seductive names' make vegetables more appealing

Component 3

Addictive Behaviours

Many People Use Drugs – But Here's Why Most Don't Become Addicts

Is sugar the world's most popular drug?

Types Of Addiction Treatment Programs

Drug and Alcohol Addiction Infographics

Alcoholism Research: A Virus Could Manipulate Neurons to Reduce the Desire to Drink

The addiction habit

How technology gets us hooked

Alcohol and drugs prevention, treatment and recovery. Why invest?

What Is an Attentional Bias?

Classical Conditioning and Addiction

Alcoholism Research: A Virus Could Manipulate Neurons to Reduce the Desire to Drink

Why Requiring Low-Nicotine Cigarettes Is Still Ill-Advised
US Surgeon General Says Drug Addiction Is A Disease And Should Be Treated As Any Other

Researchers Say Psychedelic Drugs Could Help Cure Addiction

Behavioural explanations of addiction

Breaking bad habits: classical conditioning and smoking

Comorbidity: Addiction and Other Mental Illnesses

Alcohol leads to more violence than other drugs, but you’d never know from the headlines

How To Crush Unhealthy Cravings in 3 Minutes

Everything you think you know about addiction is wrong

A Systematic Review of Smoking Cessation Interventions for Adults in Substance Abuse

Treatment or Recovery

Warning: Your New Digital World Is Highly Addictive

Iceland knows how to stop teen substance abuse - but the rest of the world isn't listening

Agonist Therapy vs Antagonist Therapy

Highway to Addiction: How Drugs and Alcohol Can Hijack Your Brain

Carrots and Sticks Fail to Change Behavior in Cocaine Addiction

Opioid Crisis: How Did We Get Here?

What causes addiction?

Everything you think you know about addiction is wrong

Are You Hard Wired for Addiction?

Inside the brain of a gambling addict

Understanding Drugs and Addiction

The 4 Traits That Put Kids at Risk for Addiction

Methadone patients fight heroin treatment stigma

The scientists who make apps addictive

Teen hackers study considers link to addiction

Neurocognitive Rehabilitation for Addiction

The Irrationality of Alcoholics Anonymous

Social media is as harmful as alcohol and drugs for millennials
Autistic Behaviours

Autism—It's Different in Girls

Want to help people who have autism? Try empathy.

AUTISM'S GUT-BRAIN CONNECTION

Autism breakthrough: One protein's sweeping influence on development of autism revealed

CEO focus on Autism

President Trump, You Need A Lesson In Autism – Here It Is

Artist with autism

'Super-parenting' improves children's autism

Photos taken by autistic people and neurotypicals differ in intriguing ways

'All my life suddenly made sense': how it feels to be diagnosed with autism late in life

Autistic people's social difficulties linked to abnormal processing of touch

The autism spectrum

Autism Starts Months before Symptoms Appear, Study Shows

Autism detectable in brain long before symptoms appear

How our autistic ancestors played an important role in human evolution

Richard and Jaco: Life with Autism

The latest research for #AutismAwareness

Turning mothers and fathers into therapists helps autistic children

Help Your Child with Autism Improve Their Processing Skills

Autism: New Research and Interventions Webinar

Do Schizophrenia and Autism Share the Same Root?

Sesame Street welcomes Julia, a muppet with autism

Repetition Suppression and Memory for Faces is Reduced in Adults with Autism Spectrum Conditions

Researchers Might Have Located the Brain Switch Responsible for Autism's Social Struggles

Refrigerator Mothers

Heartwarming moment Dalmations help their autistic owner, 8, overcome his chronic fear of books

There's such a thing as autism camouflaging and it might explain why some people are diagnosed so late
Discovery of 18 New Autism-Linked Genes May Point to New Treatments

Autism genes conserved during human evolution to make us smarter, say scientists

The latest research for #AutismAwareness

Autism New Research and Interventions

Meet Lisa and Cory A Speech Therapist and a Young Man with a Heart to Serve

Autism webinar April 2017

Autism spectrum disorders

Innovative online course to support children with autism

Friday essay: moving autism on TV beyond the genius stereotype

Diagnosed autism linked to maternal grandmother's smoking in pregnancy

Understanding Autism, Asperger's & ADHD

Explainer: What do Child Prodigies Have in Common with Kids with Autism?

From art to autism: a Q&A with Uta Frith

The Everyday Medicine Linked To Autism And Hyperactivity

People with Autism Can Read Emotions, Feel Empathy

There's No One-Size-Fits-All Way to Treat Autism

Autism, do labels and diagnoses help or hinder?

Autistic people do not have a broken mirror system

Autistic Spectrum Disorders

OU academic dispels the myths about autism

'Super-parenting' improves children's autism

Photos taken by autistic people and neurotypicals differ in intriguing ways

Treatment of depression in autism spectrum disorder

Scientists hail first successful treatment for children with autism

Autism—It's Different in Girls

The Social Ties between Autism and Schizophrenia

Why autistic people may be less susceptible to marketing tricks

How Parents Can Help Autistic Children Make Sense of Their World

David Mitchell: what my son's autism has taught me

People With Autism Are Better At Making Rational And Consistent Decisions, Study Finds

Mental health services are failing young autistic people
Researchers are figuring out how sense of self develops differently in autistic teens

Baby brain scans can predict who is likely to develop autism

Autism in Motion: Could Motor Problems Trigger Social Ones?

A Q&A about autism with Steve Silberman, author of NeuroTribes

Bullying Behaviours

Resist or avoid? Sad study suggests bullying victims are on their own either way

Five Major Types of Bullying — and How to Stop Them

The psychology of a workplace bully

Girls and Their Frenemies

The scheme teaching teens in Scotland to spot bullying in schools

Creating a Peaceful School Learning Environment

CAPSLE

Boy dubbed 'most hated person in school' by bullies stepped in front of train after years of torment

Bullying: What We Know Based On 40 Years of Research

Teacher’s powerful lesson on the effects of bullying – using two apples – strikes a chord

Understanding the Psychology of Bullying

School Bullying is Nothing New, But Psychologists Identify New Ways to Prevent It

Stress

Brain activity 'key in stress link to heart disease'

Knowing your personality type can help you to avoid stress and communicate better with others

How to Fight Stress with Empathy

Bad childhood experiences 'mean chronic illness more likely'

Your Mental Health is More Important Than Your Grades

Stress 'changes brains of boys and girls differently'

Female Stress--a Faster, Stronger Response

A Doctor Created a New Term to Describe the Pain Syrian Children Are Experiencing

The Stress of Sitting In Traffic Can Lead to More Crime
It's official, teachers must relax over Christmas to avoid burnout

How stress affects your brain

Neuroscientists Discover A Song That Reduces Anxiety By 65 Percent

Up From Chaos

Neuroscience Says Listening to This Song Reduces Anxiety by Up to 65 Percent

How to Fight Stress with Empathy

Managing stress

STRESS AWARENESS MONTH READING LIST

Do Schizophrenia and Autism Share the Same Root?

Can a good sense of humour protect you from stress?

Stress

Stress: The Health Epidemic of the 21st Century

How poverty affects brains

Childhood trauma leads to lifelong chronic illness — so why isn't the medical community helping patients?

Battling the Physical Symptoms of Stress

101 Ways to Cope With Stress

Part 1 Dealing With Stress BBC Explorations

Stress and Your DNA

Mastering Stress: Solving Problems

Surprising ways to beat anxiety and become mentally strong – according to science

Criminal Behaviours

A functional polymorphism of the MAOA gene is associated with neural responses to induced anger control.

The meaning of crime

Longest ever personality study finds no correlation between measures taken at age 14 and age 77

Can we really predict who will cost society the most money?

How MI5's scientists work to identify future terrorists
Criminal Behavior

Crime and Personality: Personality Theory and Criminality Examined

6 traits that lead to criminal behavior

Characteristics of Criminals

The Stress of Sitting In Traffic Can Lead to More Crime

Open justice

Crime and Personality: Personality Theory and Criminality Examined

Nick Yarris: 'How I survived 22 years on death row'

Crime and policing in England, Wales and Northern Ireland

Restorative Justice Week

‘Map’ of Teenage Brain Provides Strong Evidence of Link Between Serious Antisocial Behavior and Brain Development

Anger Management and violence prevention

Emotion in Criminal Offenders With Psychopathy and Borderline Personality Disorder

My Brain Made Me Do It: Will Neuroscience Change the Way We Punish Criminals?

6 traits that lead to criminal behavior

Criminal Minds

Genetic and Environmental Influences on Criminal Behavior

Slow-motion replays can distort criminal responsibility

Future criminals can be spotted at nursery school, study suggests

‘Map’ of Teenage Brain Provides Strong Evidence of Link Between Serious Antisocial Behavior and Brain Development

Forensic Psychology: Witness Investigation

Mindfulness and Criminal Justice

How resilience can break the link between a ‘bad’ childhood and the youth justice system

What Makes a Psychopath?

The Batman Killer
The struggle of mental health campaign

Video shows moment Fort Lauderdale airport gunman opened fire

Can Poverty Lead To Mental Illness?

Your brain is more than a bag of chemicals

Some psychosis cases an ‘immune disorder’

Is psychosis an ‘immune disorder’?

Psychiatrists Must Face Possibility That Medications Hurt More Than They Help

Curing Schizophrenia via Intensive Psychotherapy

Muting the ‘voices’ in the heads of people with schizophrenia

Before diagnosing Trump as mentally ill, let’s ask what that actually means

Maps reveal schizophrenia ‘hotspots’ in England

Using Architecture To Explain 16 Mental Illnesses And Disorders

Does Living in Crowded Places Drive People Crazy?

The voices in my head

BBC to host a season of films on mental health, across TV, Radio and online

Do Schizophrenia and Autism Share the Same Root?

I Was Diagnosed With Schizophrenia At The Age Of 17, So I Started Drawing My Hallucinations

To Cope With It

Do Schizophrenia and Autism Share the Same Root?

Schizophrenia and the Teenage Brain: How Can Imaging Help?

‘Mental health is a myth’ says anti psychiatrist Bonnie Burstow

Why Did I Go Mad?

Culture and Schizophrenia

Mental Illness in The Media

Rare Single Gene Mutation Increases Risk of Schizophrenia 35-Fold, New Study Suggests

WHY STUDY TWINS & ADOPTEES?

Schizophrenia booklet

Your brain is more than a bag of chemicals
A woman with schizophrenia told us what it's really like to live with incurable hallucinations

A Trip inside the Schizophrenic Mind
10 common myths about schizophrenia that are just not true

This Video Game Lies to Players to Try to Simulate Mental Illness

The Social Ties between Autism and Schizophrenia

Faulty Support Cells Disrupt Communication in Brains of People with Schizophrenia

New Cause of Schizophrenia Uncovered

My best lesson: I get my psychology students to assess my mental health

Controversies

Women scientists in psychology – time for action

Women in early 20th-century experimental psychology

Avoiding Heterosexist Bias in Psychological Research

Homophobia to heterosexism: constructs in need

Heartwarming moment Dalmations help their autistic owner, 8, overcome his chronic fear of books

Why universities can't see women as leaders

Beyond Binary: How Bisexuality Shifts Orientation Science
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